Statement from the United Nationals Democratic Alliance
In these decisive historical moments that the Arab world is going through, where a new map of the
region and the world is shaping, with the action of a proud Arab people, that charged with force to
combat oppression, injustice, aggression, marginalisation and social inequity. These revolutions,
characterised by their pacifistic traits, humane breadth and cultural depth, the United Nationals
Democratic Alliance, reliant on its vision, and the integral principals and its humane, democratic and
nationalistic pillars that form its established intellectual grounds confirms what it has always done; its
support and backing and steadfast stand that is immovable at forefront of those who demand the right
of the Arab people, much like others in the east and the west, to determine their fate and choose their
free path under the flags of justice and democracy.
The Arab people, in Egypt and Tunisia, had achieved a unique revolution, that proved the power of
the people, the energy of its action, the might of its will and maturity of its vision, the depth of its
movement; as it is the real earthquake that no one and no authority expected, no matter what it is or
what power it wielded in force, violence and desperation; to restrain it or prevent it from defining itself
and impose its will, its rules, its rights and its interests.
The people are the true mine of change, that knows its path, chooses its style and its timing to impose
its will at the end.
Perhaps, this is the first spoken lesson that we should have been aware of, paid attention to and
confirmed. The vocabulary of this lesson and it analogies remained present in not only the ethos of
the United Nationals Democratic Alliance; but expressed in the heart of all its statements over the
years.
In addition, under the guidance of this great lesson, the United Nationals Democratic Alliance had
submitted a detailed project representing a political, intellectual and social road map to achieve
pacifistic gradual change, within a social, institutional frame under the title “The National Renaissance
Project”. The prominent formula in the alliance’s vision is that the demand for change has become
immediate and it shall impose itself by force, should the doors of change remain locked and the
instruments of discipline remain unchanged. The regimes must realise this deeply, they must remove
locks and open doors before the former is removed, and the latter is opened by the force of change
and revolution. Halfway, some had understood, and nearing the end others understood, however,
evidently in Libya, the regime does not wish to understand or realise until now. Thus, before a
massive popular force, evident dissention in authority itself, the flood of martyrs’ blood, the bleeding of
the wounded, the hunger of children, the terror of mothers, the head of the regime is clinging to power
and does not want to move. This type of closed stubbornness and absolute grasping, excessive
immanence, blunt force the Libyan entity threatens to self-destruct in addition to the danger it exports
to the region.
The interest of the nation is above that of the individual, the interest of the people is above that of the
authority. If a handful of individuals wished to put their interests above the people and the nation, with
arrogance and narrow horizons, it shall remove itself, by its own hand from the horizon of life to the
museums of history.
May God preserve Libya, a proud, striving people, and protect its dignity and the unity of its soil and
achieve for its people all the goals of their noble revolution.
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